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STATE TAX ISSUES DUE TO 
THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
June 16, 2020

This presentation has been prepared for general guidance and informational 
purposes only and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act 
upon the information contained herein without obtaining specific professional 
advice.  No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the 
accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein.
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Administrative 
› To receive CPE credit for this webinar you must:

› Be signed in to a Microsoft Account (free) with first & last 
name and email address (No “anonymous” answers will be 
recorded)

› Stay connected to the program for the entire time and 
respond to 3 of the 4 polling questions

› Record your answers to the polling questions in the Q&A 
box

› Complete the evaluation which will be sent to you via email
› Assuming you meet the CPE criteria, your CPE certificate will 

be emailed to you within the next few days
› CPE cannot be awarded if you are participating in a group, 

over the phone only, or watching a replay of the webinar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The webcast is designed to be interactive so we encourage you to ask questions with the Q&A box.  A replay of the webinar will be available on our website for replay by tomorrow.
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Presenters

Terry Barrett, CPA
Tax Senior Manager
tbarrett@keitercpa.com

Kay Gotshall, CPA
Tax Senior Manager
kgotshall@keitercpa.com 
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Agenda

 Due Dates – are we settled?
 CARES Act – State Conformity
 Potential Nexus Issues 
 State Tax Withholding – how is it impacted?
 What’s ahead 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ObjectivesParticipants Will:Be able to understand differing due dates for states under COVID-19Be able to identify the CARES Act state differencesBe able to recognize potential nexus issues with respect to out of state employees due to COVID-19Be aware of what to expect from states in the future regarding tax compliance
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Polling question #1

Where are you currently working?
A. In the office 
B. Remotely from your home office 
C. From your beach house 
D. Prefer not to say 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember – please respond with the corresponding letter in the Q&A box so we can record your answers. As a FYI, we will not be sharing with the responses to the polling questions.
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Due Dates

JULY 15th

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federal due date is now 7/15, and many of the states have conformed to this.  But several have not.  You need to make sure to consider estimated tax as well as income and other types of tax returns
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Due Dates – Income Taxes – All Settled?

 A majority of states and DC extended the tax filing and 
payment due dates for corporations and individuals to July 
15, 2020.  Most waived interest and penalties.

 Extensions generally have applied to Q1 2020 payments; 
mixed results with Q2 2020 payments. Some extended to 
7/15, some still due 6/15.

 Not all states have followed suit with the IRS:  our own VA –
Corporate and Pass Through Entity Returns due 4/15; 
Individual and Trust returns due 5/1 but payments allowed 
by 6/1 without interest/penalty. If extended, pay by 6/1 but 
not file until extended due date.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
States varied in response time to adopting the July 15 due date.Are we settled?  Largely, yes – but wonder if there will be additional delays as we are seeing a spike in cases with some of the re-opening – may have an impact on deadline
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Due Dates – Other Taxes

› State Gross Receipts Taxes (CAT, B&O, etc.)
› Trust Fund Taxes

› Sales tax - different approaches but mostly limited relief
› Meals/Lodging Taxes – limited relief
› Withholding – little to no payment relief 

› State Unemployment Contributions
› Local Taxes – limited relief 

› Richmond Metro Area – extended due dates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sales tax - Most states limited relief regarding Feb. or March 2020 returns; other states, such as CA, extensive relief with deferral of payments for small businesses for up to 12 monthsInteresting with Virginia – the accelerated sales tax payment due by the end of June for businesses with taxable sales of $10million or more for the 12 month period ending June 30, 2019 – still due.  So pay in June tax based upon 90% of taxable sales due for June 2019. TAX was to send letters out by 6/1/ notifying businesses of amounts due.  If don’t pay, subject to interest penalties.  If do pay, amount paid applies to payment due with July 2020 sales tax return.  
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CARES ACT:                               
STATE CONFORMITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act had a lot of key business and individual provisions.  Just to remind you, most state income taxes start with federal income.  Many states either follow federal automatically, but many actually have to pass legislation conforming to the federal law  
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CARES Act – Key Provisions

Paycheck Protection 
Program – loans 

forgiven and excluded 
from federal income 

tax 

NOL Carrybacks –
Carryback of NOLs 

from tax years 
beginning 2018 

through 2020 for up to 
five years

Excess Business Losses 
- Modification of 

limitation on losses 
(excess business 

losses) –for tax years 
2018 - 2020 

Interest Limitation 
Increase (IRC Section 

163(j)

Depreciation of 
Qualified 

Improvement 
Property (QIP) – QIP 

placed in service after 
12/31/2017 may be 
classified as 15-year 

MACRS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First lets go over the key federal provisions for CARES, then we will discuss how the states are responding.  There are a lot more tax items in the CARES act, but these are just several of the key business provision that may or may not be conformed by states.  Paycheck Protection Program – loans may be forgiven and excluded from federal income tax if the funds are used as permitted.  But expenses are not deductible.NOL Carrybacks – Previously under TCJA, there was no carryback of federal NOLs.  Now under CARES there is a Carryback of NOLs of up to 5 years for tax years beginning 2018 (after 12/31/2017 through 2020 (before 1/1/2021) Excess Business Losses - Modification of limitation on losses (excess business losses) –temporary suspension of the excess business loss limitation under IRC § 461(l) for tax years 2018 through 2020. Interest Limitation Increase (IRC Section 163(j)) – increase in the interest expense deduction limitation from 30% to 50% of adjusted taxable income for 2019 and 2020, for c-corporations and s-corporations only; limited to 30% for 2019 for partnerships but increased to 50% for 2020Depreciation of Qualified Improvement Property (QIP) – QIP placed in service after 12/31/2017 may be classified as 15-year MACRS property for federal depreciation purposes and is assigned a class life of 20 years for ADS purposes.  This is the long awaited technical correct from TCJA
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CARES Act – States’ Response

› States’ Responses largely dependent upon state 
conformity to the IRC and whether state legislature 
has been in session to address federal changes.

› Some states have announced guidance based upon 
current IRC conformity; some still silent on the 
issues.

› Important to note that conformity to some/all of 
CARES provisions will be costly for the states.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some states enacted legislation specifically addressing CARES Act; some states issuing guidance as to how the CARES act applies under current law:Iowa – recently announced noncomformity to retroactive provisions (6/2/2020). Iowa conforms to the tax provisions to the extent they affect IA taxes for tax years beginning on/after 1/1/2020 – PPP loan forgiveness for tax years beginning 1/1/2020 but not beforeTo illustrate how complicated it can get, let’s use MA as an example:MA - Under the CARES Act, any amount of cancelled indebtedness that would otherwise be includable in the gross income of the borrower under the Code for federal income tax purposes is excluded from gross income.25 In addition, no deduction is allowed for an expense that is otherwise deductible if both (1) the payment of the expense results in forgiveness of a loan made under the PPP and (2) the income associated with the forgiveness is excluded from gross income pursuant to the Act.26For purposes of personal income tax, MA generally follows the Code as amended and in effect on January 1, 2005. Therefore, for a borrower subject to MA personal income tax, any amount forgiven under § 1106 of the Act is includable in gross income and subject to tax, and there is no disallowance of deductions attributable to the payment of expenses resulting in the forgiveness of the loan. For purposes of the corporate excise, however, MA follows the Code as currently in effect. Therefore any amount forgiven for a corporate borrower under § 1106 of the Act would be excluded from MA gross income, and any deductions disallowed in accordance with IRS Notice 2020-32 would likewise be disallowed for MA tax purposes. Costs and expenses paid using PPP loan amounts that are ultimately forgiven are not eligible for any of the credits authorized under either M.G.L. c. 62 or M.G.L. c. 63.
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State Conformity to IRC  (as of mid-April 2020)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
State conformity:   there are basically 3 ways a state can confirm to the Federal Code, Rolling, fixed Date and Selective.  - Rolling (which generally means the state conforms to the IRC unless it has deconformed to certain provisions- Fixed date (or static) – means the state conforms to the IRC as of a fixed date but there may be certain provisions to which the state has deconformed.  VA is a fixed date conformity state tied to the IRC as of 12/31/2019.  Thus, none of the CARES provisions applicable without action by the General Assembly.- Selective – meaning the state conforms to select provisions of the IRC as of a certain date.
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Conformity to Key CARES Act Provisions

› Conformity to Key Provisions – Corporate Tax:
› Loan Forgiveness – 21 states Tax; 25 states Not Tax
› 163j Provisions – 22 states conform; 24 states do not
› NOL Carryback – 38 states do not conform; 8 conform or 

have modified carryback provisions

› 5 states do not have a corporate income tax
› Similar results for individual tax 
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Virginia Fixed Date Conformity 

› VA has conformed to the Federal IRC as of 
12/31/2019, no CARES conformity yet
› Some key provisions VA deconforms to: bonus 

depreciation, Interest limitations, exclusions of COD 
income 

› Historically Virginia has not conformed to the 5 year 
NOL Carry back

› Look out for VA legislation with a new fixed date to 
conform or deconform to provisions of CARES Act
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State Tax Considerations on Conformity

› If filing amended returns or method change, what to 
do about state when a state has not formally 
addressed CARES
› File it under current tax law or hold the filing of amended

› If filing a 2019 return and the state has not 
addressed CARES
› File under current tax law or take a chance, may amend

› Considerations for NOL Carry backs
› States following federal NOL, such as VA, and do not 

conform- consider federal proforma return with correct 
NOL for state purposes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example- amended 2018 return for the QIP for 15 years, VA has not conformed to the 15 year Example filing a 2019 VA corporate return and adjusting the Sec 163j limit to 50%, currently an adjustment will need to be made to allow for a 20%  of the limited 30% original amount.  If VA conforms later, an amended return may need to be filed.  Example NOL carry back- if an NOL is being carried back for federal purposes and VA does not conform, do not filed a NOL Carry back until it does.  VA may conform to a 2 year carry back or a 5 year.  If no carry back for VA, the federal NOL for VA purposes should be higher than by the carried back amount.  Consider preparing a proforma federal return that has the correct nol carry forward amount.  Track the NOLs for actual federal purposes and for VA separately. A lot of the things to consider will be dependent no the state return filing. 
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Polling Question #2

How may states does your company or you 
individually file an income tax return?

A. Only one or two states
B. In three to ten states
C. In eleven to twenty states
D. Over 20 states

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember to answer the poling question put the letter in the Q& A box.  We will use these to confirm those who need CPE qualify.  You must answer 3 of the 4 the polling question to get CPE.  As we have said, we are not releasing answers to anyone and we are not sharing the results of the question.  We are strictly using the answers to certify the CPE recipients are still in attendance.  
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NEXUS ISSUES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a reminder, when a company has nexus in a state, the state has the ability to enforce their tax laws on the out of state company.  Nexus primarily has been physical presence in the past, but over the past 5 years or so, economic nexus has started to be passed and enforced by states laws and tax courts.  Since physical presence creates nexus in states, you can see how telecomuting in the COVID environment can have an impact on nexus in states.  
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Impact of Teleworking – Income Tax Nexus

› Nexus typically created due to a physical presence in a state, with 
limited income tax exceptions due to federal law, PL 86-272.

› With employees teleworking now, physical presence has been 
created in states where a business may not have traditionally had it.

› Survey by CCH, as of June 2, 14 tax agencies have issued formal 
guidance creating temporary income tax nexus waivers due to 
mandatory COVID-19 stay at home orders: AL, DC, GA, IN, IA, MD, 
MA, MN, MS, NJ, ND, PA, RI, SC.

› No state has said teleworking will create nexus – not yet anyway.

› Some states indicated they will proceed on a case-by-case basis or 
to wait until they have enabling legislation – (HI, ID, IL, TX)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sunset dates of waivers varies, some tied to emergency declarations and other to specific dates, i.e., Sept. 30, 2020 in SC.Some other states have informally indicated they will respect or soon establish waivers but others indicate they have no plans to do so (MI and IL)Thoughts – there could be a position to take for States with broad “doing business” laws or economic nexus standards – temporary nature (?) of these work from home arrangements, activities really fall outside of the type of “regular and systematic” sales-related activity that seeks economic gain based upon state’s customer base.   States could be lenient with nexus due to COVID.  With CCH survey, big states like CA, NY and FL did not respond.  Localities – some following suit - NY, Philly, Detroit, LA,- slow to issue responses to nexus issues
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Teleworking – Impact on Apportionment Factors

› States with property and payroll apportionment factors:  
obviously have possible change in factors

› Impact on sales factor, particularly with cost of 
performance states (where the focus is on where the 
service is performed) vs. market-based sourcing where 
focus is on the customer/where benefit is received.

› As of June 1, a few states have said teleworking will not 
affect apportionment – AL, MD, MA, MS, ND, RI, SC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep in mind, the fluidity or flexibility of the issues – as temporary/emergency orders expire and employees still working remotely. Also, states need for revenue.In summary, when 2020 returns are prepared employees working in other states may need to be considered for apportionment factor purposes.  
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Teleworking – Sales Tax Nexus

› Wayfair – focus on economic nexus but physical nexus 
still very real. 

› Few states issued guidance that temporary presence of 
employees in-state due to pandemic will not create 
sales/use tax nexus – provided seller didn’t otherwise 
have nexus.

› As of June 2, MA, MN, NY, PA, RI announced no sales 
tax nexus due to telecommuters

› Sellers should still be aware that the presence of a single 
telecommuter in a state may create sales/use tax 
obligations in some states.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration of relief varies – Consider too, possible changes to your business and potential tax implications.  Since your stores were closed are you now selling online and found that it is profitable?  Are you offering classes online? Are you providing video services or IT services?  You need to consider the potential tax implications – think economic nexus for both income and sales tax. Also, consider some states impose sales tax on sales of goods that VA traditionally does not.  While Covid19  may have opened the door for new business opportunities, may also have created NEW tax filing requirements.
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STATE TAX WITHHOLDING
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State Income Tax Withholding – How is it 
impacted?

› State income tax withholding:  typically wages are taxable 
to employees in the state in which services are 
performed, not employee’s state of residence.

› Exceptions to consider:
› De Minimis Rules
› Reciprocal Agreements example VA and MD

› Issue arise for businesses with traveling employees who 
are working in other states.  E.G, traveling salesperson, 
attorneys, CPAs.

› Now an issue with telecommuting due to the pandemic?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
States rules vary regarding withholdingDays rules v. wages threshold rule:Days -  AZ & HI – 60 Days; CT & NY – 14 Days; ME – 12 Days, NM – 16 daysWages – CA & GA - $5,000; ID - $1,000; NJ - $1,000; OK - $300; SC - $800; VA -$7,000; WV- $2,000There are a lot of people who traditionally travel and spend large part of the year on the road.  It's not clear how taxing authorities are going to handle that kind of individual who is now working from home.Domicile/residency/withholdingFor ease of administration, some states have agreed not to tax residents of another state, who receive income as a nonresident from sources within its state Reciprocal agreements generally involve states sharing a common border – like VA & MD (but not NC)General Rule:  Tax income only in the state of residence (as opposed to the state in which services are performed)Need to collect a Certificate of Non-Residence for the Work State
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State Income Tax Withholding

› Approximately 12 states have indicated that state 
withholding requirements will not result from workers 
telecommuting from their states only due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

› Some states (i.e., MA) have taken the position that if 
a business normally withheld for employees in that 
state but due to the virus those employees were not 
there, the state still expects withholding for those 
employees.

› Other states have not issued guidance.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember the withholding is an employer responsibility and can be assessed by a state on the company.  This is similar to sales tax that can be assessed by a state under audit if not properly collected.  Our general recommendation is to review where employees are working vs where their state of residence is and the state of withholding to make sure there are no issues.  
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Polling Question #3

Which of the issues already discussed are of most 
concern to your business?
A. CARES Act conformity at the state level
B. Possible income/sales tax nexus issues created by 

telecommuting employees
C. Possible state withholding requirements created by 

telecommuting employees
D. None of the above

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember to answer the polling question put the letter in the Q& A box.  We will use these to confirm those who need CPE qualify.  You must answer 3 of the 4 the polling question to get CPE.  As we have said, we are not releasing answers to anyone and we are not sharing the results of the question.  We are strictly using the answers to certify the CPE recipients are still in attendance.  
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WHAT’S AHEAD…
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What’s Ahead

› State/local revenue shortfalls - special legislative 
sessions 

› COVID Targeted Relief
› CARES Conformity
› Amnesty programs
› Shift to gross receipts taxes
› Broadening of sales tax base and/or higher rates
› More audit activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VA’s last Amnesty program in Fall of 2017. OH already announced amnesty programRe: sales tax rates – rate in Central VA will increase to 6.0% effective 10/1/2020 – (add’l .7% to fund transportation projects) – Central VA Trans. Authority includes localities in Planning district 15 – that’s Charles City, Chesterfield, Goochland, Hanover, Henrico, New Kent, Powhatan, City of Richmond and Ashland Re: more audit activity – now is a good time to close out audits if you can. States may be more agreeable to settling now. Later, aggressively pursue
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Things To Consider

› If decide to delay/defer payment of taxes:  remember 
potential officer/director liability.  A responsible 
person is any corporate officer who participates 
directly in preparing and filing returns 

› How the business may have changed, if any, to 
survive/adapt during the pandemic, and potential tax 
implications
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Polling question #4

What do you think states will do to make up for 
revenue losses?

A. Raise the sales tax rate or broaden the base
B. Raise income tax rates
C. Ask Congress for more money
D. All of the above
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Questions?

Terry M. Barrett, CPA
Tax Senior Manager
Keiter
804.273.6254
tbarrett@keitercpa.com

Kay Gotshall, CPA
Tax Senior Manager
Keiter
804.273-6223
kgotshall@keitercpa.com

mailto:tbarrett@keitercpa.com
mailto:kgotshall@keitercpa.com
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Other Keiter COVID-19 Resources

› Keiter’s COVID-19 Resource Library
https://keitercpa.com/covid-19-resources/

https://keitercpa.com/covid-19-resources/
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